Highway 600 V2, Black
151604
SRP £169.99

£169.99

The in-car DAB/DAB+ radio adapter that works
seamlessly with your existing car audio system. Bringing
you more stations, more choice in crystal clear quality.

Style

200, 600 V2, 400 V2

PRODUCT DETAILS
Our Highway in-car audio adapters are the easiest way to update the existing audio system in your car, van or truck
without replacing it. Enjoy the great choice of stations and interference-free quality of DAB/DAB+ digital radio, plus all
your favourite music from your phone, tablet or music services using the integrated aux-in cable.
More stations, digital quality
Whether you’re new to digital radio or already enjoy the great choice and quality of digital radio at home you’ll love
listening in your car with Highway 200.
DAB digital radio brings you high-detail digital-quality sound, great content, much of which is only available on digital
radio. Digital radios automatically find all your available stations and let you select them by name. Highway 200 is also
Digital Tick approved so you can rest assured that you’re ready for any future FM to digital radio switchover.
Simple self-fit
Designed as an easy-fit solution for the millions of vehicles on the road worldwide without digital radio. You’ll find
Highway 200 easy to install in your car, you won’t even need any special tools, just a few simple steps and you’ll be up
and running.
Highway works with your existing audio system using the supplied line-out cable or by transmitting over an unused FM
frequency. Composing of a compact, stylish controller that can be fixed just about anywhere on your dashboard, and a
discreet windscreen aerial and antenna, there’s never been an easier way to enjoy digital radio and music from your
phone in your car.
Service Following
Highway 200 comes fully equipped with service following capabilities, helping to reduce potential drop-outs and
maintain consistent reception from one journey to the next. With the ability to automatically switch over to the strongest
available transmission in any area, Highway provides a more reliable and seamless listening experience, without
having to retune.
Music via Aux-in
Simply connect your phone, tablet or music player via the supplied 3.5mm line-in connector, then sit back and relax as
you listen to music, audiobooks or podcasts safely as you drive.
Compact, stylish controller
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The large auto-dimming display and easy-to-read backlit buttons, make operating Highway a pleasurable experience
and ensure your attention is fully focused on the road. Selecting stations and navigating through menus is swift and
intuitive, along with the added convenience of storing up to 20 presets, access to your favourite stations is always a
breeze.
Designed and engineered in the UK
Like all our products, Highway 200 was designed and engineered in the UK by our expert engineering teams,
ensuring great sound and impressive build quality.

Specs
Product Attributes
EAN:

0759454516048

Manufacturer number:

151604

Product weight:

0.41 kilograms

Dimensions and Weight
Product Weight:

0.41

Packsize Height:

27

Packsize Width:

16

Packsize Length:

5
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